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Narrow, thorny path to heights.... World People.... B.D. No. 4717

August 19th 1949

ountless people could still leave the broad path they are walking on and enter the narrow path 
which leads to Me, thus to the goal; they could still gather rich treasures, even though the time 

until the end is only short; they still have helpers at their disposal on earth and also in the spiritual 
kingdom  who  would  like  to  provide  them  with  right  guides  and  to  whom  they  could  entrust  
themselves  without  hesitation.  Yet  their  will  alone  decides,  and  as  long  as  this  will  does  not 
consciously turn to Me, for which faith in Me must first be present, as long as the world is still in the 
foreground, thus holding all of the human being's senses captive, they still walk on the broad path 
which seems more appealing to them and which they therefore don't want to exchange for the narrow, 
unappealing path, but which is the only path upwards. And yet they themselves should feel that the 
world can only offer worldly reward, whereas the spiritual kingdom can only be won spiritually, thus 
by surrendering the earthly world. Consequently, the path of earthly life will also show privations and 
hardship which shall let the human being change and mature. In the last time before the end the path 
to  the  height  will  be  particularly  difficult  to  pass,  thorns  and  undergrowth  will  often  make  it 
impassable,  and the wayfarer  will  have to  look for help from above in  order to reach the height 
without danger. And precisely these hardships and difficulties of life shall give you the proof that you 
are on the right path, for He who rules the world, Who wants to win you over for Himself, seeks to 
give you everything beautiful, to fulfil your wishes, so that you shall acknowledge Him and desire His 
kingdom. Not many take the narrow, difficult path and you can already recognise the time of the end 
because everything pays homage to the world, people live a worldly life and are only concerned about 
doing to their body what it desires. But those who walk the narrow path have their gaze directed 
upwards, they strive towards the spiritual kingdom, they are mentally connected to Me and turn their 
backs on the world, they don't look towards the broad, delightful path because they recognise it as 
misleading but are seriously willing to reach the right goal. Countless people could take an example 
from those and try out what a way of life that is less pleasing to the body than to the soul will bring 
them. And people's spiritual development as well as their physical condition would truly look better, 
for earthly hardship and suffering would also cease to exist because people would not need it if they 
took care of their upward development themselves. Yet people don't listen to well-meant advice, they 
don't turn to My Word and My indications of the near end.... And thus time will pass without success 
for the souls until the day has come when all will be called to account....

C

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Tribulations and trepidations of Jesus, the man.... B.D. No. 7278

February 9th 1959

, too, found life on earth as a human being difficult at times, for I was subject to the same laws as 
you are, I had to fight against the same weaknesses and temptations, and it was not always easy to 

face up to them even though My heart was full of love and was therefore permeated by divine strength 
when I needed it. But hours of psychological distress were also part of My journey through life and 
had I not experienced it like you, I would not have been as 'human' as you either.... My soul had to go 
through the process of spiritualisation on earth which led to My complete unification with the Father,  
the  complete  becoming  as  One  with  Him.  Although  My  soul  had  indeed  come  from  above,  it  
nevertheless had come into flesh with all its immature substances which every material shell basically 
consists of, and all these substances had to spiritualise themselves, for the body with all its wishes and 
cravings exerted an extraordinary influence on the soul which was unable to ignore these temptations 
but had to bear up against them.... just as is the task of the human soul who wants to take the path of  
following Jesus in order to release themselves from sin and death. However, the battles I had to go 
through were difficult and My earthly progress often weighed Me down like an overwhelming burden 
which wanted to make Me doubt that I would ever be able to travel this path until the end. Time and 
again I drew strength from love.... For by virtue of My love and its consequences I also foresaw the 
difficult path I had to take, I foresaw the suffering and death on the cross as well as the people's 
spiritual state who nailed Me on the cross.... And yet I had to continue My path until the end.... Time  
and again I had to endeavour to master My fears and weaknesses and cling to the Father to strengthen 
Me in every adversity of body and soul, for I experienced all these tribulations like you and even far 
more severely, because My life surrounded by sinful humanity was already a torture for Me, Who 
lived in all purity in the midst of those for whom I wanted to suffer and die.

I

However, the more My body matured, the deeper became My soul's union with the Father Who was 
in Me, and the clearer became My mission, which I indeed began as a 'human being' but concluded as 
'God' and which I was able to accomplish because the strength in Me grew constantly, just as the love 
for the unhappy human race became greater the nearer I got to the end. And Love was the strength 
which made Me accomplish the act of Salvation; Love was the Father in Me Whose will I wanted to 
fulfil in order to help My fallen brothers. I consciously travelled My earthly path, at first I only had 
vague ideas and every now and then bright thoughts and insights; yet the more the spiritualisation 
progressed in Me the clearer I saw the plan of Salvation on account of which I had descended from the 
kingdom of light to Earth. But as long as human substances were still clinging to My body I also had 
to endure human suffering and torments which, last but not least, also included the inner distress of 
not being able to cope with My task.... for I knew what it would mean were I to fail in the battle 
against the one who was, is and will remain everyone's enemy for eternities to come. Yet I gained 
victory over him, I took on the battle with incredible pain and suffering and constantly gained more 
strength because My love for you also kept growing since you must suffer until you are released from 
him and his power. My strength grew as My love intensified.... And so you humans know that you can 
only draw the strength for your earthly task from love, for My adversary will always try to weaken 
you by driving you into unkindness, by wanting to prevent you by any means to carry out an act of 
love in order to keep you weak.... But then remember that I, too, have struggled against him, and that 
he also tried to weaken Me through trepidations and anxious questioning of whether I would have the 
strength for My mission. Then turn to Me for help and appeal to Me for strength against the enemy of 
your soul and for every battle in life, be it of an earthly or spiritual nature.... And you will not ask in  
vain, for I will truly grant everyone's prayer who calls to Me in his distress....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Earthly hardship often revelation of God's love.... B.D. No. 5485

September 13th 1952

y love for you is boundless and yet you often believe you have reason to doubt this.... You often 
feel abandoned by Me, earthly adversity approaches you overwhelmingly and you know no 

way out.... Yet then I only seem to have withdrawn from you in order to be sought by you, because 
time and again I want to reveal My love to you anew by helping you. For the adversity is never so 
great  that  I  cannot  remedy it....  I  want  to  reveal  My love to  you....  because I  want  to  gain your 
reciprocal  love;  your  faith  in  Me and My might,  your reverence for  Me and your obedience are 
nothing without your love, for this alone lets Me find My children. And where there is love, there is 
also faith and reverence and obedience, but love is the most powerful thing because it alone makes 
you happy. What will I not do to win your love....? Yet if I prepared the most beautiful earthly life for 
you, if I also gave you everything that makes you happy on earth, this would only increase your love 
for the world but not for Me, Whom you don't see because your eyes are directed towards the world. 
For this reason I often have to withdraw from you, even if only seemingly, I have to let you fall into  
worldly  abandonment,  into  a  state  of  hardship  and  suffering,  you  have  to  recognise  your  own 
powerlessness and also the unkindness of your fellow human beings in order to then look for Me, to 
call  for Me and then also recognise My great love for you when I  have released you from your 
adversity. Then love will also awaken in you and become ever stronger, because you will recognise 
your most faithful friend and brother in Me, the helper from all adversity, the Father Who dearly loves 
His children....

M

You will not be able to resist My love forever, yet I cannot force your love in return, therefore I woo 
you with all patience without ever slackening My love, which created you after all. And every loving 
thought from you increases My love because it  is  a sure sign that I  will  soon have won you for  
eternity. Therefore know that you are never abandoned when you are in earthly adversity, know that I 
will immediately come to you who call for Me, know that I then only want to kindle your love, that I  
long for your call, for your love, like a father who wants to embrace his child in order to make it  
happy with his love. But love does not want to be one-sided, only reciprocated love makes you happy, 
and this is what I want to receive from you.... I always desire you, yet you sometimes have to get into  
adversity, for you are in the midst of the world and your desire is still very divided, it is often directed 
towards earthly things.... and then I sometimes resort to means which are intended to turn you towards 
Me again, in order to then come forth with My love again, in order to show My love to you again such 
that you will also become inflamed with love for Me, so that you will  become and remain Mine 
forever....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Spiritual  hardship  greater  than  earthly....  The  adversary's 
activity.... 

B.D. No. 5526

November 6th 1952

he spiritual adversity is far greater still than the earthly one, for people no longer know the truth 
and every error is an obstacle towards ascent, every error is spiritual standstill or even regression, 

for error is My adversary's work in order to obstruct the path to Me, in order to make it impossible to 
T
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find. Every error reinforces his power and provides him with new opportunities to spread darkness 
across the human race. Everything is an error which contributes towards complicating the realisation 
of Me, everything is an error which prevents people from seeking and finding contact with Me.... It is 
My goal and intention that people shall unite with Me, that they long for Me and seek to satisfy this  
longing of  the  heart....  My aim is  to  gain  My living  creations'  love....  Anything  that  contributes 
towards this is good and never My adversary's activity. However, anything that prevents people from 
finding this contact with Me, anything that diverts their eyes from Me is My adversary's doing. And 
thus you can easily recognise him in everything you are offered, be they spiritual doctrines, messages 
from the spiritual kingdom or events of any kind.... You must always try to realise what is intended by 
this.... And if it leads you away from Me and towards the world or if it impedes your heartfelt bond 
with Me then you will also know that it is My adversary's work who tries to push you humans away 
from Me. He also uses means which are intended to feign My activity, he does not shy away from 
seemingly working for Me in order to convince the gullible, who do not recognise him and accept 
what he offers them. People's gullibility encourages his  activity,  for they accept anything without 
serious scrutiny at the slightest occasion which requires their faith. That is how cunning he is, to  
seemingly strengthen the faith and yet to divert it into the wrong direction.... The truth is constantly 
sent to Earth, it is constantly conveyed to people and yet, the worst errors and lies are far more likely  
to be accepted than just a glimmer of truth, which would enlighten their spiritual state. My adversary, 
however, stands on solid ground, he stands on ground which people themselves have made firm and 
tenable.... My adversary works where people believe they are entering My territory. This, too, is his 
cunning, which can only be exposed again through the pure truth which I send to people through My 
Word. Yet this, My Word, can only enter with great difficulty where My adversary has carefully closed 
all  doors.  And people themselves support My adversary and uphold his  power....  This is  why the 
spiritual adversity is so indescribably great and yet cannot be forcibly eliminated, because the human 
being has to strive of his own free will to enter the light, then he will soon be illuminated and the  
ground beneath  My adversary's  feet  will  begin  to  falter.  Nevertheless,  without  the  truth  spiritual 
hardship cannot be reduced, for the truth teaches love, but anyone in possession of love will also 
recognise the adversary's activity and release himself from him, given that his love also gives him the 
strength to escape from him, since due to his love he establishes unity with Me and thus I support him 
by imbuing him with light and strength....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Nullity of earthly concerns.... B.D. No. 5581

January 19th 1953

ow trivial  are  all  earthly worries  and how seriously and highly you value them....  And you 
humans pay little attention to what is important on its own, and that is why your needs and 

worries become ever greater, because they are intended to motivate you to remember Me and your 
own soul. And if this is achieved then the hardships and worries were a blessing, but where these also 
failed to make the human being turn to Me there is often great danger that lower powers will now 
become active and help the human being, yet then always at the loss of the soul which the prince of 
darkness tries to win. Faithlessness is ever increasing, people unhesitatingly abandon Me and greedily 
reach for material goods which they receive as a purchase price, as it were, because they surrender Me 
and  thus  also  their  soul....  And  therefore  earthly  hardship  also  increases  and  is  so  obviously 
recognisable as being brought into the world by Satan. For unbelief and earthly adversity will always 
occur together because Satan reigns where there is no longer faith, but profound faith always signifies 
a way out of every adversity. This is why earthly adversity need not be valued so highly, for profound 
faith in Me can and will  remedy it.  But this  also requires a certain maturity of soul,  an intimate 
connection with Me, Who will always help you and end the adversity. To the unbeliever a hardship 
appears enormous, the believer is hardly affected by the same hardship, after all, he knows One above 
him Who sent it and can also take it away from him again, whereas the unbeliever uses his own 

H
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strength in order to master this hardship and, since he does not succeed, then accepts support from 
below, i.e. he resorts to means which promise success and, with great certainty and expectation, forces 
everything that seemed to push him down. Unbelief is also a strength,  but one has to be warned 
against it, for the unbeliever is in association with the one who also has strength but uses it wrongly 
and thus the recipient of strength also uses it for sinful deeds. This is why this strength can cause 
unimaginable damage if the human being abandons himself to it, if he detaches himself so completely 
from Me that My adversary has full control over him. Every earthly adversity should lead you humans 
to Me, and in every adversity you should first consider your soul whether it will use this adversity to 
unite with Me.... A serious question like this can already reduce the burden, for it is placed in you so 
that you will pay attention and recognise the meaning of your worries. You can very easily be relieved 
of these worries through an earnest call to Me for strength and help.... I only wait for such a call in 
order to then grant you My help, for I only want to protect your souls from the abyss, and I can do this 
as soon as you turn your eyes upwards and call upon Me.... But don't be stubborn of heart,  don't 
believe that you can free yourselves from every difficult situation by your own strength. You humans 
are all weak and need support, yet turn to the right source where you can draw strength, don't let 
yourselves be seduced by My adversary who promises you everything and causes damage to your soul 
which you can no longer repair unless you call upon Me to heal you....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Fear of dying.... Beholding the spiritual kingdom before death.... B.D. No. 6637

September 6th 1956

piritual death is far more dreadful than physical death. And it  is spiritual death which people 
unconsciously fear if they are frightened to die, for they fear what will happen to them after the 

death of the body.... this fear can befall the very person who does not believe in a continuation of life 
after death.... The soul feels that it is in a wretched state, and it transmits this awareness as fear onto 
the body, which therefore fights death as long as possible.

S

Fear of death is  an involuntary confession of psychological immaturity,  for the person lacks all 
realisation and therefore also confidence in God's mercy, in hope for help, which it certainly would 
always receive if  it  would call  for help.  The soul is  in utter  darkness and unconsciously fears to 
approach an even darker night. A fully matured soul expects its final hour with complete calm, it longs 
for  deliverance  from its  bodily  shell,  it  hands  itself  over  to  the  One  in  Whom it  believes,  and 
commends itself to Him and His grace. And often such souls are allowed to take a glance into the 
kingdom that awaits them and can radiantly happy open their eyes, in order to then close them forever 
and to escape from their body into the kingdom they beheld. Fear of death is a distinct indication of  
the soul's state, and such souls must be given much help by their fellow human beings so that they will  
still awaken in the last minute and turn to the One Who wants to help and is able to help them....

Anyone who witnesses the death struggle and fear of a soul will be able to send a quiet, heartfelt  
prayer to Jesus Christ if he wants to help this soul to find inner peace.... For the soul will feel this help 
and reach out for the last rescue anchor, and it will be carried by the fellow human being's love when 
it leaves the body.... to Jesus Christ, Who will not close His ear to a sincere prayer for help. For this 
reason people should take especially good care of those who are afraid of dying and who thereby 
admit that they are still far from the light, from the right realisation and therefore also from God....  
Fear of death confirms that they need help or they would be permeated by blissful calm when they feel 
that the hour of their departure from this earth is approaching.

And it is an act of utmost mercy and love to support a fearful soul, when nothing else can be done 
but to call upon Jesus Christ Himself that He may have mercy on this soul. This loving appeal will be  
heard and can save the soul so that it will be spared the darkest night....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

People's fear.... Natural disaster and its consequences.... B.D. No. 4633

May 10th 1949

ll disbelievers will suffer inconceivable tribulation when I manifest Myself through the forces of 
nature, for they will experience a spectacle of development by tremendous forces against which 

the human being himself will be completely powerless. People will be seized by mortal fear, and even 
My Own will be affected yet be miraculously strengthened by My help as soon as they lift  their  
thoughts  up  to  Me.  The  disbelievers,  however,  will  have  no  support  to  hold  on  to  and  will  be 
hopelessly exposed to the elements of nature. In view of death a few will call to Me in heartfelt need, 
and their call will reach My ear and denote earthly or just spiritual rescue, if their hour has come. Yet 
then they will still have gained their eternal life.

A

But in the main, people will be senselessly scared, that is, they will be incapable of thinking of God, 
they will try to save themselves and face the same difficulties everywhere, for the whole of nature will 
conspire against them, all elements will be in tremendous uproar, water, fire, storm and light will leave 
their natural order and cause an unimaginable amount of devastation which will cost countless human 
lives. It will just be a short action but have extremely far-reaching consequences for all survivors, for 
only now will there start an earthly time of hardship which surpasses all previous experiences. People 
will have to change their way of life completely, they will have to make use of everything left to them, 
they will have to rely on themselves and cannot expect any earthly help for a long time, since they will 
be completely cut off from the world and contact will not be able to be established again in a hurry.

The magnitude of the disaster will be incomprehensible, yet I constantly draw your attention to the 
fact that you should not abandon yourselves to earthly possessions, that you should not consider them 
important and forget about your soul, as it entirely depends on its maturity how you will bear up to the 
aftermath.

Proclamations of this nature meet with little belief and yet should be taken extremely seriously, for 
they will fulfil themselves literally. And every day is still a gift of grace which you should utilize, not 
in  an  earthly  sense  but  spiritually,  for  only  your  spiritual  possessions  are  of  lasting  value. 
Nevertheless, I promise My protection and My help to all  of you who believe and want to be of 
service to Me. Don't let My Words depress you but know that everything, even the most difficult, can 
be endured if you hand it over to Me, if you ask Me to help you carry your burden.... I will not leave  
you and will help you persevere until the end....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

'Fear not....' B.D. No. 6111

November 17th 1954

on't fear, only believe.... Nothing will frighten you, nothing will oppress you if only you believe 
firmly and unshakeably.... And thus, a strong faith can mean an easier earthly life for you, for 

then you will not fear anything and you can walk along untroubled,  your thoughts always turned 
towards the One Who will help you in every adversity.... You should inwardly be firmly convinced 
that you have a Father in heaven Who is  watching over His children and will  not leave them in 
difficulty, because He loves His children.... This firm conviction is already an assurance that this is 
so.... And what indeed could be more powerful than your Father in heaven?

D

No human being on earth and no being of darkness can resist Him, and therefore you need not fear  
that anyone on earth or any dark being would be able to harm you if you believed in God's greater 
than great love and the protection He has promised you. For His Words are: 'Come unto Me all ye that  
labour.... Ask, and it shall be given, knock, and it shall be opened.... Lift up your eyes to Me, Who will  
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bring you help....' If you succeed in making the Words of His love your own, if you feel addressed by 
the Father yourselves, then you will no longer oppose them with doubt and faithfully wait until help 
arrives.... There is nothing He cannot ward off.... there is nothing impossible for Him.... And thus there 
is always a solution, even if you cannot foresee one yourselves.... He will truly find the means; He will 
find a way out of every adversity.... Contemplate these Words deep within your hearts until all doubt 
has vanished, until you entrust yourselves to Him without fear and wait patiently.... For His love is for 
you, His children, and this love will never end....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Fear is insufficient faith.... B.D. No. 7462

November 24th 1959

t is My will that you should not be afraid but only ever believe in a loving and almighty God and 
Father, Who will not leave you in distress. Fear, however, is insufficient faith. Fear does not know 

God's love and omnipotence Who wants to be your Father.... For as soon as you believe that I love 
you like a father loves his children you will also be convinced that I will not let anything happen to 
you, no matter what the enemy of your souls will do to you. My protective Fatherly hand is always 
ready to intervene when it means providing help for My child in need. And you are in need when you 
are afraid, be it physically or spiritually....  you are in need when you are anxious and despondent 
because you lack the strength of faith that nothing can happen to you as long as you turn to Me and 
appeal to Me for protection and help.

I

Yet even if your own common sense keeps telling you this, your heart nevertheless remains scared 
and sad, and this is where you have to improve matters yourselves.... by establishing your bond with 
Me as intimately as possible, with your eternal Father Who is just waiting for you to come to Me in 
heartfelt prayer and confide your worries to Me. I require this sincere devotion to Me in order to 
provide your heart with the inner calm that is still lacking in you. You have to come to Me with your  
every concern and in a completely childlike manner appeal to Me for help.... And I will listen and 
answer your prayer because I love you like a father loves his children. But you often find it so difficult 
to approach and discuss matters with Me.... you so often remain distant and struggle to cope with your 
worries although it would be so simple to burden Me with them and free yourselves of them....

You have a loving Father Who would like to arrange a pleasant earthly life for you if only you would 
grant him the right to do so by forming a heartfelt bond with Me as a matter of course.... Anyone who 
is connected to Me will truly no longer suffer hardship; but difficulties arise as soon as you loosen the 
connection, because I do not tie you to Me but long for your voluntary devotion to Me.... And this is  
what you should demonstrate through heartfelt love and personal communication by confiding your 
worries to Me and appealing to Me to take them from you.... Then all you have to do is wait and it will 
happen as you wish.... all your worries will be taken from you. And you need not even fear if you are 
besieged by the powers of darkness, for they cannot harm you as long as your will applies to Me, as 
long as you yearn for Me and the final unity with Me.... And therefore you should only ever question 
your deep-down desire, and if it applies to Me you can also firmly trust in the fact that My longing for 
you will not allow Me to abandon you, that I will protect you from every difficulty wherever it may 
come from.... I want to own you one day and will not allow you to go astray as long as you yourselves 
also aim for and strive towards Me.... That is why every worry and apprehension is unnecessary.... You 
belong to Me and shall remain My Own eternally....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Small Faith.... B.D. No. 3476

May 6th 1945

hy do you fear and tremble, and why are you so of little faith?.... Why do you not keep My 
Word which promises you My help and grace? If you believe in My Word every anxiety will  

fall away from you, but without this faith you are like swaying reeds in the wind, unstoppable and at 
the mercy of the evil forces which try to uproot you. Without faith in Me and My Word it is dark in 
you and your soul despairs. That is why you constantly have to struggle for profound faith, you have 
to remind yourselves that nothing can happen without the will of a higher Power. You must remind 
yourselves that the will of the individual person can never determine the outcome of what he plans to 
do if I don't give My approval, otherwise there would be no misery on earth if the human being had it  
in his hands to shape his own destiny. And thus you must acknowledge a higher Power Which directs 
everyone's destiny....  And once you have gained faith in this  higher Power you will  also learn to 
believe in the love and wisdom of This One, if you don't apply the human standard.... imperfection.... 
that is, unkindness and lack of knowledge. You must seek to recognise love above all by reflecting on 
creation and its Creator. If you are open-hearted you will understand the language of creation which 
only preaches to you about the love and wisdom of the One Who brought everything into being. If you 
are open-hearted I Myself can instruct you about the meaning and purpose of creation and your earthly 
life, and then you will also learn to recognise Me as love, wisdom and might, and this is faith which 
makes you strong and defies every adversity, every challenge.... And if you hear or read My Word 
with the good will to gain information, you will deepen your faith through it and no longer be timid, 
for My Word contains strength which will flow over you if you receive it with profound faith and live 
accordingly. Ask and struggle for strong faith, don't let yourselves be depressed by the adversity of the 
time, for it will come upon you, so that you will call upon Me all the more sincerely and your faith 
will become unshakeable if you visibly feel My help.... But I would like to call out to you of little  
faith: Drop all your worries, consider yourselves My children from eternity, whom the Father loves 
from eternity and whom He will never lose to the forces of darkness.... And only try to explain all  
events to yourselves in this love which wants to win you back....  and you will  become believers, 
because then you will recognise the purpose and meaning of what I send upon you; you will be able to 
trustingly call upon your loving Father for help, and your request will also be granted. As soon as you 
establish the right relationship, the relationship of a child to its Father, you will also be able to pray 
correctly and pleasingly to Me and find an answer, for I want to be called upon as Father.... you shall  
come to Me as true children and grace and strength will flow to you without measure, and you will 
overcome all sorrow and hardship, for then you will no longer carry anything on your own but your 
Father in heaven will help you carry it.... And know that all adversity will one day come to an end and  
can be a blessing for you, for earthly life is short but it is decisive for eternity....

W

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Power of Faith.... Power of Faith.... B.D. No. 3604

November 16th 1945

nd everyone will  be helped according to  his  faith....  People who let  My spirit  speak within 
themselves,  who  therefore  try  to  unite  their  spiritual  spark  with  the  Father-Spirit  through A
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intimate contact with Me, these people have faith even if they are weak and despondent at times of 
earthly  adversity  and  anxiously  appeal  to  Me for  help.  Prayer  to  Me is  a  sign  of  faith,  earthly 
adversity, however, often oppresses the body to such an extent that it gains control over the soul and 
seemingly overwhelms it. And then the human being is anxious and despondent but his faith has not 
died out, for the soul which once has found Me will always stick to Me in adversity and thus prove its  
faith. And I will come to its aid. Weak faith is when a person doubts Me and My might in times of 
adversity, when he is in danger of no longer accepting spiritual things and grants the world greater  
power  and  rights.  Then  faith  is  in  serious  danger,  and  then  I  cannot  manifestly  appear  through 
miraculous help either, because then I would force faith but this is not beneficial for the human being's 
soul. But as soon as the human being wrestles daily for My Fatherly love, as soon as he constantly 
commends himself to My love and grace and presents all his worries and needs to Me in prayer, he 
will also have profound faith, and he only has to try to make the body as silent as possible, i.e., to pay 
less attention to the earthly afflictions and impose them on Me with complete faith. He must try to let 
the soul speak alone, thus to hear the voice of the spirit through it, the emanation of My love, which 
will certainly earn him strength to also become master over the body's afflictions. For the believer will 
be helped because I will not leave My Own in adversity as soon as they call upon Me for help.... And 
the less attention they pay to the body's distresses the less they will be oppressed by them, and this is  
strength of faith.... leave all earthly worries to Me and wait for My help in peace of mind.... My love 
for My living creations determines Me to constantly provide them with help, but especially if they are 
in spiritual hardship. And the greater the spiritual hardship the further away they are from Me, thus the 
more faithless they are. And then the earthly adversity must press them hard so that they will find their 
way to Me.... But anyone who has found his way to Me, who consciously desires My love and thus 
believes in Me, in My love, wisdom and omnipotence, no longer needs harsh means of education to 
the same extent as the unbeliever, and I can helpfully approach him at any time. And his fate on earth 
will be easier, even if he cannot remain completely spared for the sake of his fellow human beings and 
for the purification of his own soul. Yet I Am always ready to help if his call rises from his heart to 
Me.... And thus constantly let My spirit speak to you, listen to the voice of the spirit within you even 
in earthly adversity, that is, intimately unite with Me in thought and listen to My voice which will 
comfort you and impart strength, which will restore your inner peace if you are in danger of losing it, 
and which will also give you earthly advice if you need it. For if you remain united with Me nothing 
can approach you which harms you, because My nearness always protects you from the activity of the 
forces of darkness, because where light is there can never be darkness and where I Am the enemy of 
your soul never has access. And deeply remember that I Am able to banish every adversity and, if you 
deeply and unshakably believe in it, you can be sure of My help.... Strive for strong faith, pray for it  
without ceasing, then every adversity will stay away from you because you will be able to banish it  
yourselves with My strength, which a strong faith brings to you....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Peace and tranquillity of the soul through deep faith.... B.D. No. 3656

January 14th 1946

our heart remains restless as long as you do not firmly believe in My everlasting love and care 
for all My creatures. Only profound faith gives you peace and tranquillity of soul. And thus you 

must first try to gain it, then you will master earthly life even in the most difficult days, in earthly  
adversity and distress. Time and again I call out to you: What can happen to you without My will or 
My permission?.... My might is so strong that it can prevent everything I want; and My love for you is  
so great that I will also prevent what will harm your soul. If the body nevertheless has to suffer, then 
also consider this a proof of love, for it serves your soul for the best. And therefore don't fear earthly 
suffering but trust Me that I will also make this bearable for you if only you believe in Me, My love  
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and might. Try to imagine that an opposing force from Me wants to ruin you and that I will never ever 
allow this out of love for you. The opposing force seeks to win your will and if it does not succeed in 
doing so, it rages against you.... If your will is now seriously turned towards Me I will also stand by  
you as protection and the adversary's activity will be unsuccessful. And thus you only ever have to 
believe that I Am with you, that you will never be defencelessly exposed to his influence, and this 
faith will give you comfort and peace, for I will not disappoint him. Your faith is the best weapon 
against  the  enemy  of  your  souls....  I  will  not  disappoint  him  and  help  you  in  every  adversity, 
spiritually  and earthly.  But  if  you fear  and doubt,  the adversary will  penetrate  you and exert  his 
influence. You can only achieve strong faith if you constantly unite with Me in prayer, for the constant 
call also gives you the inner certainty that I can help you, and you will also feel My love which wants 
to help you in every adversity.... Don't let earthly worries arise, for I will take care of them when the  
time  comes,  and  only  remember  your  souls  and  diligently  care  for  them  by  strengthening  and 
fortifying them through My Word.... If you supply your soul with My Word it will grow stronger in 
faith, and if you believe no earthly adversity will frighten you anymore. I constantly give you the 
assurance that I protect you in every danger of body and soul, and believe this Word of Mine.... And 
peace and tranquillity will enter your heart, you will leave all worries to Me, you will also be able to  
transfer  your  faith  to  others,  for profound faith  radiates its  strength and also revives your fellow 
human beings' weak faith. Don't be afraid but believe that I Am powerful and love you.... And you will 
go through earthly life light-heartedly, always certain of My help, no adversity will frighten you even 
if you have to endure it for the sake of your souls, for I will end it when it is time, I will help you in  
accordance with your faith....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Blessings of faith in times of need.... B.D. No. 3784

May 29th 1946

ou will experience all the blessings of faith when hardship approaches you in all its severity. Do 
not  despair,  for I  Am with you all  days  until  the end....  And you truly cannot  have greater 

protection than My presence guarantees you. And try to gain faith in it beforehand, pray and live in 
love, and My presence will become a certainty for you, and then you will be fearless and strong. But 
the adversity is inevitable, for the last days of life have come for countless people, which shall still 
bring them salvation in spiritual adversity. I have to attack them harshly and tangibly if I still want to 
win them over for Myself, and therefore you, too, have to accept the days of adversity for the sake of 
your fellow human beings, yet always standing under My protection and overcoming everything with 
My strength and grace. But if the great adversity approaches you, you will no longer be timid if only 
you are willing to firmly believe, for I hear the prayer of the heart which is meant to gain a strong 
faith. As soon as you feel Me close to you, you will no longer fear, then you will be strong and take up 
every battle, earthly as well as spiritual, i.e. with the enemy of your souls. Hold out and do not be  
afraid,  for whom I have once promised My protection I will never leave,  I will guide you safely  
through all adversity and danger. Every day brings you closer to the great event, which does not take 
place through human will, but solely through My will. And no matter how great the hardship is before, 
it will come to an end through that event, but it will cause a different kind of hardship. But you can 
also become master of it if you stand by Me and create and work with Me. For the time being, believe 
in My constant presence with My Own, with those who try to shape themselves through a way of life  
according to My will for love.... Believe in My working in and through you and you will be overcome 
by peace, even in the face of greatest adversity, for then you will constantly draw strength from Me, 
from the One in Whom you believe. Do not be anxious and of little faith, for your adversity will be all 
the greater, but banish it yourselves through firm faith..... Therefore pray and live in love, and your 
faith will strengthen and attain a strength which eliminates all fear, for you feel safe and powerful in 
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My presence and you will also master the most difficult with My strength.... very quickly a change 
will take place, very quickly the days will pass, one adversity will chase the other, and suddenly I will 
speak from above as I have proclaimed always and constantly.... You are so close to it that you will  
have to bear everything calmly in view of it, for these are the last storms before the great storm that 
will pass over the earth.... Remember that I stood by you as a constant admonisher and warner and 
pointed out this time of adversity to you, remember that the great adversity will also begin, as I have 
proclaimed, for My Word is and remains eternal truth.... And draw strength from it, which is always 
and constantly at your disposal if you desire it. A father withholds nothing from his children because 
he loves them; he protects them in every adversity and danger. And so does your heavenly Father, 
Who loves you even more and therefore provides you with every physical and spiritual protection so 
that one day you will be able to enter His kingdom unharmed....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Don't fear those who kill the body, but are not able to kill  the 
soul.... 

B.D. No. 4566

February 14th 1949

on't fear those who can physically harm you but only the one who tries to pull your souls into the 
abyss. Yet you can even face him with courage if you call Me to your side, in which case he will 

not be able to do anything to you because then you have a shield that makes you invincible, thus your 
soul will be protected from all danger. The world, however, will badly oppress you and the authorities  
will try to destroy you, because they will rise up against anyone loyal to Me since they don't want to 
acknowledge Me as Lord and therefore demand all power and veneration for themselves alone. You 
will  be  badly  oppressed  and  can  nevertheless  face  every  battle  undauntedly  and  without  worry, 
because I will go into battle with you as your commander-in-chief and fight on your behalf just as you 
fight on My behalf and for My name. And victory will be yours.... Do all you can to attain an ever 
deeper and steadfast faith, then you will also lose all fear of those who can only kill the body. If you  
pay more attention to the life of your soul you will also remain completely unaffected by everything of 
a  worldly  nature,  enticements  and threats....  you will  only  live  according to  My will,  and if  the 
demands of the worldly powers oppose My will, you will recognise them as Satan's emissaries and 
stop being afraid of them, for your faith will give you the strength to resist them; then you will no 
longer dread the world and its advocates but increasingly more side with Me as the One, Whom you 
fear and love at the same time.

D

Anyone of weak faith will be anxious and also observe earthly proceedings with worry; I Am not 
constantly present to anyone of weak will. He still pays too much attention to the world, albeit he does 
not desire it he will nevertheless not remain unimpressed, it will still occupy his mind, it will still hold 
him back from spiritual striving. And he will be afraid and hard pressed by the earthly powers. I would 
like to help him dispose of his fear, I would like to call to Him: You will always find a Saviour in Me 
if only you have complete faith in My love and My power. I can achieve everything, and I want 
whatever is beneficial for you. Believe this and know that I will always stand by your side when you 
are threatened by Satan's advocates who want to push you away from Me. And once you have become 
aware of My presence you will lose all fear and courageously confront the enemy. You will be strong 
due to your faith in Me and will no longer fear your physical death because you will know that death 
does not exist for those who believe in Me.... that therefore your body can be killed but never your 
soul, but that I will also protect your physical life as long as your hour has not yet come....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Lack of faith.... Assurance of God's help.... B.D. No. 4722

August 24th 1949

repare  yourselves  for  the  great  event  which  I  announce  again  and  again.  But  know that  all 
suffering will pass, even if you believe to collapse under it. Everything will follow one another 

quickly, there will be a rush of events, and in a short time that will happen, which I point out to you  
again and again. But how will you bear this difficult time if you don't look up to Me with more faith in 
the hours of adversity? I know what is coming and want to help you gain the strength of faith which 
overcomes everything that comes upon you. Just lean firmly on Me, know that you will not find the 
support on earth that you have in Me if only you believe. I Am always there for you, I hear every call,  
every sigh, I know about every tear, about all sorrow which oppresses you, and I only ever want to call 
out to you: Why do you trust so little in Me, Who constantly promises you My protection and My 
help? Why don't you come to Me when you are burdened and threaten to sink under the load? Why is 
your prayer not so fully trusting that I can help you, that you, so to speak, force My help through the 
strength of your faith? And if you sincerely want it you can also believe, yet you have to seriously 
consider My Word, you have to move it in your heart, i.e. deeply empathise with its meaning and 
realise  that  I  Am not  telling an untruth,  that  you can therefore fully expect the fulfilment  of My 
promises. Therefore, if I have promised you My help in every adversity of body and soul, think about 
the fact that I can help you by virtue of My omnipotence, that I want to help you by virtue of My love  
and that you must not doubt it, for then you will either not recognise My omnipotence or My love, and 
then you will prevent Me Myself from expressing love and omnipotence, because then you will step 
out of the right relationship with the child, but which I require in order to be able to reveal Myself in 
My love and omnipotence. Why are you afraid of the power of the world, why do you let yourselves 
be oppressed by earthly worries when you have a Father in heaven Who can and will take care of 
everything for you because you are His children? Why don't you have faith in Him, Who constantly 
gives you proof of His activity and work, if you only look around you? Why is the worldly so much 
closer to you than I am, why are you afraid, since I am constantly present to you? And how do you 
then want to bear the heaviness that the future still brings? But I know about your adversity and want 
to avert it so that you can serve Me as a support when everything around you threatens to shake.... I  
need you and want to educate you to become strong, fearless representatives of My teaching. And I 
will achieve it, that is, your faith will become unshakeable and defy all storms. You will experience 
My help so obviously that all doubt will disappear and your faith will grow stronger.... and you will  
serve Me until the end....

P

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Faith in Jesus Christ.... Reduced suffering.... B.D. No. 6168

January 18th 1955

here need not be so much misery and hardship on earth if people were more mindful of their 
Saviour and Redeemer, Who took the suffering of the whole of humanity on His shoulders and 

suffered and died for it on the cross.... He bore it for humanity.... but it has to believe in Him and His  
act of Salvation, for only the guilt of sin can be considered redeemed which is carried to Him.... under 
His cross.... is carried to Him under His cross in faith and hope that Jesus Christ gave His blood so 
that this guilt will also be redeemed. But anyone who does not believe in the redemption through 
Jesus' blood is still burdened by his guilt of sin, and he has to make atonement for it himself, he has to  
bear all the suffering himself which is the effect of his former sin.... Need and sickness, sorrow and 
suffering.... Jesus knew that humanity had to suffer unspeakably because of its great guilt of sin. And 
His merciful love took the suffering, the consequence of sin, upon Himself.... He wanted to take it 
away through His suffering and a most painful death, He wanted to make atonement so that people 
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could become free from misery and hardship.... so that in this freedom they could find their way back 
to God, from Whom they had once voluntarily separated.... Jesus Christ died for all people.... So all 
people can take their sins to Him.... They will find forgiveness, they will be released from the burden 
of  their  sins  because  the  divine Redeemer  has  taken away all  their  burdens and placed them on 
Himself out of immense love.... Yet it is easily understandable that He also wants to be acknowledged 
as Redeemer of the world.... It is understandable that only he who believes in Jesus Christ as the Son 
of God and Redeemer of the world will be freed from his guilt.... that only he who comes to Him with 
his  guilt  and asks Him to also remember him will  find forgiveness,  who thus consciously places 
himself under the cross of Christ in order to let His blood wash away all guilt.... But how do people 
relate to Him now? Can we still speak of a living faith in Him, in Whom God embodied Himself?  
Humanity no longer wants to acknowledge Him, except for a few who belong to Him.... Christ's act of 
Salvation no longer means anything to people.... and therefore all remain unredeemed who do not 
acknowledge Him as He wants to be acknowledged.... And the burden of sin accumulates enormously, 
people have to suffer from the effects of sin, because divine justice demands atonement from people 
themselves who do not belong to the host of the redeemed, because they separate themselves from 
Him, because they do not belong to those whom Jesus Christ redeemed from sin and who therefore 
do not belong to the redeemed because they do not acknowledge the divine Redeemer, thus they do 
not believe that the eternal Love Himself took upon Himself the death on the cross in order to bring 
redemption to people.... No human being is excluded from the act of Salvation.... but anyone who 
excludes himself cannot avail himself of the blessings of the act of Salvation either, and therefore he 
will not be able to avert a dreadful fate from himself which will certainly await him in the kingdom of 
the beyond, if it does not already affect him on earth.... For according to divine justice atonement has 
to be made by anyone who does not bear his sins to Jesus Christ, Who died on the cross for all people  
in order to redeem them....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The faith that can move mountains.... B.D. No. 6957

October 30th 1957

ou are all not yet strong enough in faith otherwise not the slightest doubt would befall you when 
you turn to Me in heartfelt prayer. You lack the strength of faith which can move mountains.... 

Although I always want you to submit yourselves to My will, to completely enter into My will, with  
strong faith you would not doubt that My will is other than to give you what you ask for.... For this is 
the strength of faith that you feel at one with Me and My will, that you feel so intimately united with  
Me that the same will also controls you, that you no longer feel isolated from Me but that you walk 
your earthly path in the feeling of complete agreement between My will and yours and therefore also 
always know that you will only request what I want to give you. You all have to form your bond with 
Me even more intimately and then you will truly be able to move mountains, for then it will always be 
Me Who carries out everything you want. And therefore you should ward off every doubt, you should 
approach Me for help in full faith that I will help you.... For as soon as you sincerely join Me you will  
only address such requests to Me whose fulfilment will not be detrimental to your soul. And therefore 
only ever ask yourselves whether you desire something for the soul or only for your body.... I truly do 
not withhold from the soul what serves it, what is desirable for the body alone I can certainly withhold 
from you, but then only ever out of love for you so that your soul will not suffer any harm. Yet again 
and again I tell you that you will only address such requests to Me yourselves which I will grant as 
soon as you are sincerely devoted to Me. And thus you first have to ask yourselves what kind of bond 
exists between you and Me.... And as long as you doubt, this bond also leaves much to be desired. For 
if you are convinced of My presence within you then you will also know that I regulate everything and 
think and act for you. Then you will also know that nothing is impossible for Me, that I only want you 
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to trust Me.... that I only require strong, unshakeable faith from you in My love, wisdom and power.... 
You should gain this faith in order to also be able to transfer it to others, and the stronger this faith is 
within yourselves the more convincing you can also influence your fellow human beings, who shall 
also attain faith again. You don't doubt My power but you doubt My will.... Therefore you must still 
be of a different will yourselves, otherwise you would know yourselves to be in complete agreement 
with Me and then you would not desire anything which does not correspond to My will.... But if you 
desire, then you should also know that I desire the same for you.... that I therefore also want to fulfil  
your  requests  as  soon as  you submit  yourselves  to  Me and My will.  For  then you  cannot want 
anything else. And then your prayer will be right and you need not doubt. So only ever strive to let Me 
be present  in you through your will  to live to please Me, through heartfelt  prayer  and unceasing 
love....  Then you will  also always be of the same will  as  Me and only ever  request  what  I  will 
certainly grant you, for then your will will be Mine and you will only ever request what is beneficial 
for your soul's salvation....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Faithful prayer.... Power of Faith and Prayer.... B.D. No. 3427

February 4th 1945

 believing prayer will work miracles if you send it up to Me in distress. And thus you have a 
means which banishes every adversity.... Why then should you still be timid?.... For I hear and 

listen to such a prayer because it is pleasing to Me. Believe in Me and in My love, believe in My 
omnipotence and call upon Me, and I will come to your aid, for I do not want you to suffer.... Yet I 
want to be recognised by you as the Father of His children, and therefore I want you to trustingly 
come to Me with every worry so that I will take it away from you. For I have the power and also the 
will to do so, I can help you, and I want to help you as soon as you are not apostate to Me, as soon as 
you feel  like  My children  and  desire  to  come to  the  Father.  And  you express  this  will  through 
believing prayer.... Stand in profound faith and ask for My grace, for strength and help.... this is the 
state  which  is  to  be  achieved  on  earth  and  which  enables  you  to  gain  insight  into  the  spiritual 
kingdom. But this state also earns you the fulfilment of your requests, for now you are such that I can 
call out to you: Ask and it shall be given you. I Myself have given you the promise and I will truly 
fulfil it if you pray to Me in the right way. But a right prayer should ascend to Me in childlike trust,  
you should not doubt for a moment that I will grant your request, you should imagine My greater than 
great love for you and rely on this love so firmly that it will not deny you anything. Yet your prayer 
should  predominantly  be  for  your  soul's  salvation  and  earthly  only  for  the  prevention  of  severe 
adversity, but you should never ask for futile things, for I will give you what you need for your earthly 
life if you seriously strive for My kingdom. But if you are in earthly distress then trustingly take 
refuge in  My Fatherly heart  and I  will  banish all  adversity.  And thus you are never alone,  never 
helpless and abandoned, for you always have prayer as soon as you believe. And a prayer coming 
from the  heart  will  always  please  Me,  and I  will  grant  My help  to  the  earthly  child,  often  in  a 
miraculous way, because nothing is impossible for Me and therefore I can also banish the most severe 
adversity if I thereby want to prove the strength of faith and prayer to a believing earthly child....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

Prayer for grace and strength.... B.D. No. 3714

March 15th 1946

hen you approach Me from the bottom of your heart with a request for strength and grace you 
will certainly receive it, even if it is not instantly recognisable as help, since grace and strength 

affect the soul more than the body. The human being as such can still be subject to affliction but it will 
not touch the soul as much, so that the human being remains calm and collected due to his soul’s 
strength, and yet the physical affliction still needs to be overcome. Thus I do not always remove it 
from the person but I will give him the strength to bear what I inflict on him. He will not experience 
something as severely as someone without faith who does not desire and request My gift of strength. 
Not the misfortune itself constitutes its severity but the state of the human being who, being weak, is 
doubly  affected  by  every  hardship.  But  My  grace  and  strength  is  always  at  your  disposal  and, 
providing you make use of it, even the most difficult earthly life will be bearable for you and always  
of benefit  for your soul, because as a result  of My strength and grace its shell  will  be gradually 
dissolved....  For as soon as the human being joins Me, as soon as he makes contact with Me by 
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praying for strength and grace, I will be able to reveal Myself to him by giving him strength, and 
depending how much I can develop his soul, his earthly ambition will be reduced accordingly.... The 
strength of My grace urges the soul towards the spirit within itself and away from material possession. 
My grace and strength has the effect that a person becomes inwardly strong, that he disassociates 
himself  from the external world and tries to make contact with the spirit  in himself,  and thus he 
achieves spiritual progress when he tries to alleviate worldly hardship with My support,  with My 
supply  of  grace  and  strength.  But  such  a  request  will  never  remain  unfulfilled,  a  person  who 
approaches Me with this appeal will never fail to benefit. And he will also always notice how much 
stronger he is after a heart-felt prayer to Me, albeit worldly hardship is not yet resolved.

On the one hand this is intended to make the person aware of his weakness and lack of strength and 
to encourage him to approach the One Who can remedy it,  but on the other  hand it  should also 
strengthen his faith when he receives such obvious help after his heart-felt appeal to Me. A soul which 
strives towards Me will always derive spiritual benefit from the body’s distress, because it will always 
take flight to Me and every heart-felt prayer will provide it with strength and grace, which will then 
take effect in accordance with its state of maturity.... visibly and noticeably for the body too or just 
perceptible for the soul, depending on how suitable it is deemed by My wisdom and love. But I will  
never leave anyone without strength who requests it from Me.... For I will fulfil every appeal for 
spiritual wealth and, providing it is beneficial to you, also for earthly help. And thus you will be able  
to feel Me even during utmost adversity, you need not be discouraged and despondent providing you 
entrust yourselves to My love and grace, providing you want to accept My strength and confirm this in 
sincere conversation with Me. I know of all your difficulties, your weaknesses and doubts, but I want 
you to hand them over to Me in prayer so that you know when they are removed by My love, by My 
supply of strength and grace.... so that you will learn to recognise Me in everything that affects you. I 
speak to you through hardship just as I reveal Myself to you through help.... And if you stay in close 
contact with Me you will not fear any hardship, no matter how harsh it appears to be, because all 
strength and grace is at your disposal due to My love. I will take care of you until the end of your life,  
physically and spiritually and, providing you believe this without doubt, you will lose all fear of every 
severe hardship facing you, because you will always be able to overcome it with My grace and My 
strength....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Sincerity of prayer strengthens faith.... B.D. No. 3778

May 23rd 1946

incerity of prayer increases the receptivity for My Word, and thus you will always receive strength 
and grace if you pray to Me in spirit and in truth. And regardless of how often the world wants to  

come between you and Me, it will be unable to sever your connection to Me, just as it will never be 
able to stop Me from approaching you in the Word as long as you don't forget to call upon Me for  
help. Yet I expect your prayer to Me as long as your faith is not strong enough that even the worst 
worldly danger is no longer capable of destroying your awareness of My presence. Only then will you 
be indelibly united with Me. Weak faith, however, will loosen the bond; it always will have to be 
established anew through prayer. Yet I assure you that it will never tear apart, for I know My Own and 
draw them to Me until they are forever inseparably connected to Me. That which is yet to happen to 
Earth will be so immense that it will necessitate great strength of faith if a person wants to survive it  
without damage to his soul. And every earthly crisis is a preparation for this time which will come to 
pass without fail according to My proclamation. I certainly place a heavy burden upon humanity, I let 
great suffering come upon them, yet I also know their results and only ever consider people's salvation 
of soul, whom I want to help in their spiritual hardship.

S

However,  if  you  are  profoundly  faithful  you  will  be  calm and  peaceful,  and  even  the  greatest 
adversity will neither frighten nor weaken you. Aim to achieve this faith, always and forever try to 
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establish a connection with Me, don't pay too much attention to the world and its requirements but 
immerse yourselves ever more deeply in My Word, accept strength directly from Me through My 
Word, let yourselves be nourished and refreshed by Me so that you will be awash with strength and 
feel no more anxiety, so that you will live in awareness of My presence and commend yourselves to 
My love and grace without worry. I know of all your problems, I know of your souls' despondency, the 
anxiety of your hearts, and evaluate everything according to how far your will applies to Me. And 
correspondingly I will direct all happenings such that they will benefit your souls. Never disregard the 
sincerity of prayer, always look for Me in every adversity and danger, and I will hear your call and 
help you. For you ought to become My Own with every fibre of your heart, you ought to seek the 
most intimate unity with Me so that you faith will gain such strength that you will no longer fear 
whatever will come your way....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Retreat into silence.... Emergency time.... B.D. No. 5629

March 18th 1953

ften dwell on spiritual thoughts, withdraw into silence, commune with your Father of eternity 
and thus establish the connection with the spiritual world so that its radiations can touch you, so 

that you are open-hearted and there is no resistance in you against the flow of grace from above. God's 
strength of love cannot take effect on you as long as you close yourselves off, thus your will must be 
ready to receive the strength from God. You have to practise this conscious opening very often and 
you will happily perceive a spiritual strengthening, you will no longer have the feeling of being alone, 
then you will establish a relationship with the spiritual world which will give you a certain security 
compared to the earthly world. Don't let the earthly world gain control over you, but always put the 
spiritual world before it, i.e., let God Himself always be present to you through conscious desire for 
Him. Only in this way can you mature your soul, for then you will do everything consciously, you will 
seek  to  live  according  to  the  divine  will  in  everything....  You  have  directed  all  your  senses 
spiritually.... In the coming time you will need this attitude very much, for the world will give you a 
hard time, you will need a lot of strength and will only ever be able to receive it through living contact 
with  God,  with  the  world,  which  supports  you  in  your  striving  upwards.  And  it  will  become 
increasingly  more  difficult  for  you  to  only  direct  your  senses  spiritually....  Therefore  practise 
diligently beforehand, don't live a purely worldly life for a single day, time and again withdraw into 
silence, use every opportunity to send your thoughts upwards, and even if you only let a short call 
arise from your heart.... it will be heard, and the beings of light will not leave you alone if you request  
support from them.... Strive to secure God's presence for yourselves.... remain in love.... and trust in 
Him that He will straighten what is crooked, that He will heal those who are sick, and believe that He 
is stronger than everything you fear, that which threatens you.... Trust in Him and give yourselves to 
Him as your own.... And He will truly not leave you.... Begin and end each day with Him, and He will  
be your constant companion, He will lead you out of all trouble....

O

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Power of the divine word in times of need.... B.D. No. 5225

October 3rd 1951

trengthen yourselves again and again with My Word.... You receive unusual strength through it, 
you use a grace of such great effect if you move My Word in your heart, if you therefore immerse 

yourselves in it  and let  Me Myself  speak to you....  It  is  a gift  from the spiritual  kingdom which 
therefore also only has spiritual influence, i.e. it is only felt by the soul as a gift of grace. And yet you 
will feel its strength as an increased willingness to love, as spiritual progress, as increased striving for 
perfection.... My Word comes from the spiritual kingdom and also guides you back into the spiritual 
kingdom from which you once took your origin. And therefore you can only gain if you listen to Me, 
as soon as you accept My Word with your heart and make an effort to put what you hear into practice.  
Then your soul will spiritualise itself, it will, as it were, be raptured from earth and enter into contact 
with the kingdom, which alone is real and everlasting and whose inhabitants are beings of highest 
spiritual  maturity  who  are  constantly  willing  to  give  and  distribute  what  makes  them  happy 
themselves.... Light and strength.... My Word, which they receive from Me themselves and which they 
want to pass on out of love. As often as you immerse yourselves in My Word the source of strength 
opens up and flows over to you, and therefore you can constantly draw from it, and the source will  
never run dry, My Word will never lose its effectiveness. And if you are in distress My Word is the  
surest help, for you establish contact with Me as soon as you read or hear My Word, and in contact 
with Me you receive the strength from Me which lets your faith come alive, and you will be helped 
through strong faith. You will always be able to draw strength from My Word, yet you test it far too 
little and make use of My gift of grace, you let My Word take effect on you far too little because your 
faith is still weak. Therefore I can only keep pointing you to My flow of love which constantly flows 
to you. Come to Me, all you who are weary and burdened, I will refresh you.... let all of you be 
strengthened and invigorated by Me, accept what My love offers you, then you will be free from all 
suffering and hardship.... always abide by My Word and your soul will be strengthened by its power....

S

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

The way to the heights not without Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6477

February 16th 1956

t is not difficult for you humans to ascend if only you take My Word as a guideline for your way of  
life.... if you take My Word into your heart and live accordingly.... This only requires a little self-

conquest,  a  putting  aside  of  your  own  desires  and  cravings  for  the  sake  of  your  neighbour,  a  
detachment from the material world insofar as it does not dominate your thoughts but is only used as 
far as your earthly life requires in order to exist. As soon as you succeed in changing your selfish love 
into unselfish neighbourly love,  you will gain more and more strength in order to cover the path 
upwards with ease. And in order for you to succeed in changing your selfish love into the right kind of 
love I died on the cross and acquired a treasure of grace for you which you only need to use in order to 
be able to carry out what you plan to do.... i.e. you only need to call upon Me in Jesus Christ to impart 
the strength for the change of will and it will be given to you without limitation.... Therefore you first 
have to believe in the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ, in His crucifixion, which was a work of mercy  
for you, and in the human manifestation of your God and Creator of eternity, Who embodied Himself 

I
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in the man Jesus in order to accomplish this work of mercy for you. For only when you believe in this  
will you also avail yourselves of the blessings of the act of Salvation, you will turn to Jesus Christ in 
prayer  and  appeal  for  His  help.  And then  you will  truly  no  longer  be  powerless,  your  will  will  
experience the strengthening you need in order to now also be able to live out My Word, and you will 
no longer strive for any other goal than unification with Me, which results in the fulfilment of My 
commandments of love. Hence I don't demand anything from you which is impossible, I only require 
faith in Me in Jesus Christ.... because this faith will then guarantee you everything, because it will 
trustingly let you request  what you lack: Strength to resist all temptations and strength to ascend.... 
But without this faith you will remain eternally in the abyss. And you pay homage to the world and 
thus to the one who is Lord of this world, you will always grow more self-love within yourselves, you 
will pass by your fellow human beings' adversity untouched, you will never call upon the One Who 
alone can favour a change of your thinking and your will through the supply of strength.... Who alone 
gives your will the strength to separate you from everything that belongs to My adversary and to strive 
towards Me alone. But before the end of this earth people lack living faith in their divine Redeemer 
Jesus Christ.... For people are devoid of all love, even though everyone carries the spark of love within 
himself and only needs to ignite it.... And much hardship is necessary for individuals to be inspired by 
such to practise neighbourly love.... Great adversity can still bring about a thawing of people's hearts, 
that  they  put  aside  their  own desires  and  help  others,  and  then  they  will  feel  a  strength  within 
themselves which will help them to ascend, as long as they are of good will and do not stifle the flame 
of  love  within themselves  which has  broken through the ice  of  the heart....  Adversity  could  still  
become a blessing for many people, and it is used as a last resort for those who don't pay attention to 
My Word, which so clearly shows them the path upwards that they should find it if only they would  
accept My Word. But there is no other way to help them than through My Word if they don't want to 
listen.... And therefore My voice will once again sound loud and audible to people who close their ears 
to the quiet voice.... But nevertheless their will will remain free, for My loud voice can also fall flat on 
their ears and remain without effect....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Unwavering faith.... B.D. No. 3491

June 28th 1945

s soon as the human being turns to Me in unshakable faith in his adversity it will be remedied. 
And thus you will never be helpless and abandoned, for you need not fear anything, for you 

yourselves can banish every disaster at any time by virtue of your faith. But only when you have 
unshakeable, profound faith will you also have the strength of faith, and you must try to gain it and 
struggle and pray for it without ceasing. For it is necessary in the coming time when you have to 
confess Me and My teaching. If you are deeply permeated by faith in Me and My love, in My might 
and wisdom, you will not hesitate for a second to confess Me, for you trust in My help which will 
truly be granted to you. Time and again I will help you so that your faith will become strong, and time  
and again you will be able to feel My saving and guiding hand if you pay attention, if you remain  
intimately united with Me through prayer and constantly practise love. Your fate may seem hard to 
you.... but it is necessary and successful for your souls as long as you strive to live in My pleasure. 
Every day and every hour, every experience, adversity and suffering, can help you achieve maturity of 
soul if you look at it from a spiritual point of view and always remember that My love and wisdom 
has determined it for you for the best of your souls. And in this awareness you will devotedly submit  
yourselves to My will and thereby make it possible for Me to guide and look after you without finding 
resistance.  Thus always take your cross  upon yourselves,  which truly only My love burdens you 
with.... But also believe at all times that I will help you carry it, that you have the strength to persevere 
and  that  I  Am always  ready  to  help  you  if  it  seems  unbearable  to  you....  Strong  faith  can  do 
everything. Therefore, wrestle and pray that you lose the weakness of your faith so that I can always 
consider you according to your faith....

A

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

"Fear not, only believe.... " B.D. No. 3929

December 5th 1946

o not be afraid, but only believe.... Where all human strength fails, where earthly help no longer 
seems possible, My might is not at an end, and time and again I find ways which lead out of the 

darkness, out of all adversity and distress, earthly and spiritual. Hope in Me and My help and I will 
truly not disappoint you.... In the last days you will often be confronted with difficulties, yet you need 
never despair, never fear that I Am far away from you. For in adversity I am closer to you than ever.  
You only need to believe in My love which will never ever leave you alone, which will never ever 
abandon you to adversity and misery.... You must believe in My omnipotence, which is able to cope 
with everything and for which there are no limits to creation.... You must believe in My wisdom which 
does not arbitrarily let you get into adversity and distress but has very well recognised since eternity 
what is  good for your soul and its  perfection.  And if  you believe deeply and firmly nothing will  
frighten you anymore,  for you will always feel Me close to you and place all your suffering and 
worries at My feet, you will place yourselves at My mercy and you will not expect My help in vain.  
Fear not, but only believe.... What can frighten you, what can harm you if you have Me, if you have 
My assurance that I will always help you in all situations in life....  what can make you weak and 
discouraged if you can constantly avail yourselves of My strength which flows towards you if only 

D
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you ask for it....? Fulfil My will, always fulfil the commandment of love, then you will also constantly 
be in possession of strength and no longer need to fear anything earthly and spiritually, for then you 
will be united with Me and My presence will eliminate every adversity and worry, even though it 
approaches you earthly.... For I take it from you and you can completely trustingly hand yourselves 
over to this assurance, you can fearlessly walk every path, no matter how thorny and arduous it may 
seem.... I always walk beside you and protect and shelter you, I give you strength and draw your 
hearts to Me.... and the more you detach yourselves from the world and unite with Me, the less you 
feel earthly hardship....  The time of the end has come which places great demands on your faith, 
therefore only seek to gain a firm unshakeable faith, therefore pray without ceasing and pay attention 
to every help so that you will become strong in faith and you will not need to fear whatever comes 
your way, for a firm faith banishes every disaster, a firm faith secures you My help, My strength and 
grace in every adversity and distress of body and soul....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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